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a b s t r a c t
In this paper our main goal is to describe the structure of workflows. A workflow is an
abstraction of a business process that consists of one ormore tasks to be executed to reach a
final objective. In our approachwe describe aworkflow as a graphwhose vertices represent
workflow tasks and the arcs representworkflow transitions.Moreover, every arc (tk, tl) (i.e.,
a transition) has attributed a Boolean value to specify the execution/non-execution of tasks
tk, tl.With this attribution we are able to identify the natural flow in the workflow.
Finally, we establish a necessary and sufficient condition for the termination of
workflows. In other words, we identify conditions under which a business process will be
complete.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we use graph theory and propositional logic to describe and analyze workflows. In particular, the use of
propositional logic is a fundamental instrument to determine if a workflow has been correctly designed by an end user from
the termination point of view. A workflow is an abstraction of a business process that consists of one or more tasks that
need to be executed to complete a process (for example, hiring process, sales order processing, article reviewing, member
registration, etc.), that can include human activity and/or software applications to carry out activities. A workflow can be
represented by a graph,whose tasks are representedwith vertices and the tasks aremodeledwith arcs, known as transitions.
Each task represents a unit of work to be executed either by humans or application programs. A workflow describes all of
the tasks needed to achieve each step in a business process.
Workflows may involve many distinct, heterogeneous, autonomous, and distributed tasks that are interrelated in
complex ways. The complexity of large workflows requires a precise modeling to ensure that they perform according to
initial specifications.
A vast number of formal frameworks have been proposed to allow workflow modeling verification and analysis, such as
State and Activity Charts [1], Graphs [2], Event-Condition-Action rules [3,4], Petri Nets [5–8], Temporal Logic [9] andMarkov
chains [10]. Other approaches can be found in [11–13].
In this paper our formalism is based on graph theory and propositional logic. One relevant aspect of our approach is the
use of propositional logic. In particular, the attribution of Boolean values to each arc of the workflow is very important, since
it allows us to identify the natural flow in the workflow.
Finally, we identify conditions under which a workflow logically terminates. In other words, we are able to verify if a
business process will be complete.
2. Workflow analysis
In this section we analyze the structure of workflows. We start by presenting the formal concept of a workflow.
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Fig. 1. Example of a workflow.
Definition 1. A workflow is a tri-logic acyclic directed graphWG = (T , A), where T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} is a finite nonempty
set of vertices representing workflow tasks. Each task ti (i.e., a vertex) has an input logic operator (represented by  ti)
and an output logic operator (represented by ti ≺). An input/output logic operator can be the logical AND (•), the OR (⊗),
or the XOR-exclusive-or-(⊕). The set A = {aunionsq, au, a1, a2, . . . , am} is a finite nonempty set of arcs representing workflow
transitions. Each transition ai, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, is a tuple (tk, tl) where tk, tl ∈ T . The transition aunionsq is a tuple of the form
(unionsq, t1) and transition au is a tuple of the form (tn,u). The symbols unionsq and u represent abstract tasks which indicate the entry
and ending point of the workflow, respectively. We use the symbol ′ to reference the label of a transition, i.e., a′i references
transition ai, ai ∈ A. The elements a′i are called Boolean terms and form the set A′.
Example 2. In Fig. 1 is shown aworkflowWG = (T , A), where T = {t1, t2, . . . , t10}, A = {aunionsq, au, a1, a2, . . ., a12} and A′ = {a′unionsq,
a′u, a′1, a
′
2, . . . , a
′
12}. The tuple a2 = (t2, t3) is an example of a transition. In task t10, the input logic operator ( t10) is an AND
(•); in task t2 the output logic operator (t2 ≺) is an OR (⊗).
Definition 3. For any task ti ∈ T , the incoming transitions are the tuples of the form aj = (x, ti), x ∈ T , aj ∈ A, and the
outgoing transitions are the tuples of the form al = (ti, y), y ∈ T , al ∈ A.
Example 4. In Fig. 1, the incoming transition for task t2 is a1 = (t1, t2) and the outgoing transitions are a2 = (t2, t3) and
a3 = (t2, t4).
Definition 5. Given any task ti ∈ T , the incoming condition is the Boolean expression a′k1ϕ . . . ϕa′kl , ϕ ∈ {•,⊗,⊕}, where
the terms a′k1 , . . . , a
′
kl
∈ A′, and ak1 , . . . , akl are the incoming transitions of task ti. The terms a′k1 , . . . , a′kl are connected with
the logical operator ti. If the task has only one incoming transition then the condition does not have logical operator.
The outgoing condition for task ti is the Boolean expression a′k1ϕ . . . ϕa
′
kl
, ϕ ∈ {•,⊗,⊕}, where the terms a′k1 , . . . , a′kl ∈ A′,
and ak1 , . . . , akl are the outgoing transitions of task ti. The terms a
′
k1
, . . . , a′kl are connected with the logical operator ti ≺. If
the task has only one outgoing transition then the condition does not have logical operator.
Example 6. Consider task t2 in Fig. 1. Its incoming condition is a′1 and its outgoing condition is a
′
2 ⊗ a′3.
A workflow is a set of tasks and transitions. The tasks can be considered as atomic pieces of the workflow, since they
generate all transitions. Clearly, knowing the tasks and transitions of the workflow, allows to know the precise structure of
theworkflow. However, we need to exploit underwhich conditions an arbitrary task is executed and the consequences of its
execution, i.e., we need to determine the natural flow of the workflow. Notice that when a workflow is correctly designed, it
terminates by enabling the ending transition au. Our main goal, is to identify conditions under which the ending transition
au is enabled, i.e., the workflow is correctly designed.
In order to analyze the consequences of the execution of a certain task, we introduce the concept of Event–Actionmodel.
Definition 7. LetWG = (T , A) be a workflow and let ti ∈ T . An Event–Action (EA) model for task ti is an implication of the
form ti : fE  fC , where fE and fC are the incoming and outgoing conditions of task ti, respectively. An EA model has the
behavior with two distinct modes: when fE is evaluated to true, fC is also evaluated to true; when fE is evaluated to false, fC
is always false. The condition fE is called the event condition and fC is called the action condition.
Every EAmodel ti : fE  fC has attributed a Boolean value, according to the following rules:
(i) If both fE, fC are true, then its Boolean value is true;
(ii) If both fE, fC are false, then its Boolean value is false.
A workflow starts its execution when transition aunionsq is enabled. A transition is enabled/disabled if the respective Boolean
term is asserted to be true/false. Thus, the workflow starts its execution by asserting a′unionsq to be true.
For any EA model, the incoming condition propagates its Boolean value to the respective outgoing condition, i.e., the
Boolean value of the outgoing condition is not arbitrary, it always depends on the Boolean value of the incoming condition,
according to Definition 7. In other words, an EAmodel has a behavior with two distinct modes: when fE is evaluated to true
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and when fE is evaluated to false. In the first situation, its outgoing transitions are enabled or disabled in such a way that fC
is true; in the other case, all the outgoing transitions are disabled and, consequently, fC becomes false.
The behavior of the EAmodels is very important, since the workflow is a set of EAmodels and the complete execution of
theworkflow depends on the execution of all its EAmodels. Besides, every EAmodel propagates its behavior to the following
EA models connected to it. We need to exploit how this propagation affects the execution of the workflow. Therefore, we
will focus our study on the EAmodels.
Definition 8. Given ti : fE  fC an arbitrary EA model ofWG, we say that the model is positive if its Boolean value is true,
otherwise the model is said to be negative.
A workflow starts its execution by enabling transition aunionsq. Any transition can be enabled explicitly by an user or implicitly
by an external event. Note that the outgoing conditions are enabled only after the respective incoming conditions being
enabled.
Since the behavior of a workflow is determined by its EA models, a natural concern, is the exhaustive study of the EA
models. Next we define two different types of EAmodels.
Definition 9. An EAmodel tu : fE  fC is said to be simple if fE = a′i and fC = a′j, i, j ∈ {unionsq,u, 1, . . . ,m}, with i 6= j. Otherwise,
the EAmodel is said to be compound.
Example 10. The EA model t3 : a′2  a′4, from Fig. 1, is simple. The EA models t2 : a′1  a′2 ⊗ a′3 and t9 : a′9 ⊕ a′10  a′11,
from Fig. 1, are compound.
The study of simple EAmodels is very easy: once the incoming transition is enabled, necessarily its outgoing transition is
enabled. The analysis of compound EAmodels is more difficult. In this case, the Boolean value of the event/action condition
will depend on the Boolean terms associated with its incoming/outgoing transitions, which can be true or false. Obviously,
the Boolean value of the outgoing condition also depends on the Boolean value of the incoming condition. The analysis of
the compound EAmodels is fundamental. Notice the complete execution of the workflow will depend on the execution of
these EAmodels.
Now we will focus our study on the logical termination of workflows. The logical termination is an important structural
property that allows to check if a workflow finishes by enabling transition au. For example, it allows to know previously if
a business process, such as a loan application, will be complete.
Once aunionsq is enabled, tasks of the workflow start their execution. The processing of the workflow stops when one of the
following cases occurs:
(a) The workflow finishes by enabling transition au;
(b) The processing stops at some task ti, i ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1}.
If a workflow is correctly designed, necessarily case (a) is satisfied. Our aim is to identify conditions under which this case
occurs. For that purpose we introduce the formal concept of logical termination.
Definition 11. LetWG = (T , A) be a workflow. We say thatWG logically terminates if a′u is truewhenever a′unionsq is true.
Proposition 12. Let WG = (T , A) be a workflow. If all EA models of WG are simple, then WG always logically terminates.
Proof. Clearly, if all EAmodels of the workflow are simple, then its structure is the following:
unionsq aunionsq−→ t1 a1−→ t2 a2−→ t3 . . . tn−1 an−1−→ tn au−→u.
In this case, the set of compound EAmodels is empty. Assuming that a′unionsq is true, necessarily a′1 is true. This fact implies that
a′2 is true. Recursively, for any transition ofWG, the respective Boolean term is true. In particular, we can infer that a′u is true.
Hence a′u is true,whenever a′unionsq is true, which means thatWG logically terminates. 
Our concern is to study the general situation, when the set of compound EAmodels ofWG is nonempty. For that purpose,
we start by introducing the concept of materialized workflow instance.
Definition 13. A materialized workflow instance of WG is an assignment of Boolean values to all Boolean terms a′j ∈ A′,
according to Definition 7.
Our main result is the following, where we provide a necessary and sufficient condition for the logical termination of
workflows.
Theorem 14. Let WG = (T , A) be aworkflow. ThenWG logically terminates if and only if, for anymaterializedworkflow instance,
all its compound EA models are positive.
Proof. LetWG = (T , A) be a workflow and assume thatWG logically terminates. Suppose by contradiction, that there exists
at least a materialized workflow instance for which there exists a negative compound EAmodel. According to Definition 7,
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since a′unionsq is asserted to be true, then fC1 is also true. So, there exists j ∈ {2, . . . , n} such that the compound EAmodel tj : fEj  fCj
is negative. Hence, both conditions fEj , fCj , are false. Therefore, for every k > j if tk : fEk  fCk is a compound EA model
connected to the EA model tj : fEj  fCj , necessarily tk : fEk  fCk is also negative. As a consequence, it follows that au is
not enabled, i.e., a′u is false, which is a contradiction, since the workflow logically terminates. Thus, for every materialized
workflow instance, all compound EAmodels ofWG are positive.
Conversely, suppose that the workflow starts its execution, i.e., a′unionsq is asserted to be true.
Clearly if tn : fEn  a′u is a compound EAmodel, according to the hypothesis this EAmodel is positive and consequently,
a′u is true.
From now on, we may assume that tn : fEn  a′u is a simple EAmodel. Now, we consider the EAmodel tn−1 : fEn−1  a′m.
If tn−1 : fEn−1  a′m is a compound EA model, then according to the hypothesis this EA model is positive. Therefore, both
fEn−1 , a
′
m are true. Since fEn = a′m, and a′m is true, then according to Definition 7, a′u is also true.
If tn−1 : fEn−1  a′m is a simple EA model, using similar arguments we can infer the existence of a positive integer
l ∈ {2, . . . , n − 2} such that tl : fEl  fCl is compound and for every j > l, tj : fEj  fCj is simple, if tj is connected to tl.
Notice that according to the hypothesis, the EAmodel tl : fEl  fCl is positive. Therefore, both conditions fEl , fCl are true. Now,
according to Definition 7, it follows that for every j > l, if tj : fEj  fCj is connected to tl : fEl  fCl , necessarily tj : fEj  fCj is
also positive, which means that both incoming and outgoing conditions are true. Consequently, a′u is true.
Since a′u is asserted to be true, we can conclude thatWG logically terminates. 
Example 15. Let us consider the workflow from Fig. 1 and assume that a′unionsq is true. The compound EAmodels ofWG are the
following: a′unionsq  a′1 • a′6, a′1  a′2 ⊗ a′3, a′4 ⊗ a′5  a′12, a′6  a′7 ⊕ a′8, a′9 ⊕ a′10  a′11, a′11 • a′12  a′u.
In this situation, the materialized workflow instances ofWG are the following:
(1) a′unionsq = a′1 = a′6 = true, a′2 = true, a′3 = true, a′2 = a′4 = true, a′3 = a′5 = true, a′12 = true, a′7 = true, a′8 = false,
a′7 = a′9 = true, a′8 = a′10 = false, a′11 = true, a′u = a′11 = a′12 = true.
(2) a′unionsq = a′1 = a′6 = true, a′2 = true, a′3 = true, a′2 = a′4 = true, a′3 = a′5 = true, a′12 = true, a′7 = false, a′8 = true,
a′7 = a′9 = false, a′8 = a′10 = true, a′11 = true, a′u = a′11 = a′12 = true.
(3) a′unionsq = a′1 = a′6 = true, a′2 = true, a′3 = false, a′2 = a′4 = true, a′3 = a′5 = false, a′12 = true, a′7 = true, a′8 = false,
a′7 = a′9 = true, a′8 = a′10 = false, a′11 = true, a′u = a′11 = a′12 = true.
(4) a′unionsq = a′1 = a′6 = true, a′2 = true, a′3 = false, a′2 = a′4 = true, a′3 = a′5 = false, a′12 = true, a′7 = false, a′8 = true,
a′7 = a′9 = false, a′8 = a′10 = true, a′11 = true, a′u = a′11 = a′12 = true.
(5) a′unionsq = a′1 = a′6 = true, a′2 = false, a′3 = true, a′2 = a′4 = false, a′3 = a′5 = true, a′12 = true, a′7 = true, a′8 = false,
a′7 = a′9 = true, a′8 = a′10 = false, a′11 = true, a′u = a′11 = a′12 = true.
(6) a′unionsq = a′1 = a′6 = true, a′2 = false, a′3 = true, a′2 = a′4 = false, a′3 = a′5 = true, a′12 = true, a′7 = false, a′8 = true,
a′7 = a′9 = false, a′8 = a′10 = true, a′11 = true, a′u = a′11 = a′12 = true.
Conclusion: for any materialized workflow instance, all compound EAmodels ofWG are positive. Therefore, the workflow
logically terminates.
Notice that the previous example corresponds to the following real situation. Indeed, the workflow from Fig. 1 can
represent the tasks needed to be executed to an author take the decision of participating in a conference. Let us assume
that tasks ti, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} have the following meanings:
t1 Presentation of a contributed talk;
t2 Travel reservation;
t3 Web reservation;
t4 Reservation by telephone;
t5 Confirmation/non-confirmation of the reservation;
t6 Submission of an abstract;
t7 Acceptance of the abstract;
t8 Rejection of the abstract;
t9 Notification of the acceptance/rejection of the abstract;
t10 Author’s decision regarding the participation in the conference.
Clearly, the presentation of a contributed talk in a conference implies a travel reservation and the submission of an
abstract. The travel reservation can bemade byweb and/or by telephone. The execution of at least one of these tasks implies
the notification of the confirmation/non-confirmation of the reservation.
On the other hand, the submission of an abstract implies necessarily the execution of only one of the tasks: acceptance
of the abstract or its rejection. Clearly, the execution of either one of these tasks implies the notification concerning the
acceptance/rejection.
Hence, the decision of the author regarding the participation in the conference depends on the execution of both tasks:
Confirmation/non-confirmation of the reservation and Notification of the acceptance/rejection of the abstract. It is clear that
the author can only decide to participate or not in the conference after those two tasks being executed.
Many other examples can be given. Notice this subject is well known on our everyday experience. Indeed, too many
situations in our life can be described by workflows. For example, the request for a credit card, or a loan application are
simple examples of workflows.
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3. Concluding remarks
In this paper we provide a theoretical mathematical foundation, based on graph theory and propositional logic, that can
describe the structure of workflows. One relevant aspect of our approach is the use of propositional logic. In particular the
attribution of Boolean values to each transition is one highlight of our study. This attribution allows to identify the natural
flow in the workflow.
Finally, our approach allows us to determine under which conditions a workflow will be completed, i.e., a workflow
logically terminates. Indeed, we prove that a workflow logically terminates, if and only if, for any materialized workflow
instance, all its compound EAmodels are positive.
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